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For organizations to achieve the benefits of new IT systems their users must adopt and then actually use these new systems. Recent models help to articulate the potentially different explanations for why some users will adopt and then continue using new technologies, but these models have not explicitly incorporated IT-knowledge. This is particularly important in contexts where the user base may be non-IT professionals -i.e. the users may vary substantially in their basic IT-knowledge. We draw upon psychology to argue that that in situations where there is wide variance in actual IT-knowledge there will often exist U relationship between actual and self-perceived IT-knowledge such that the least knowledgeable believe themselves to be highly knowledgeable. We then draw upon individual level adoption theories to argue that users with high self-perceived IT-knowledge will be more likely to adopt new technologies and do so faster.
We also draw upon individual level continuance theories to argue that users with low actual IT-knowledge will be more likely to discontinue using new technologies and do so faster. We test our expectations using a proprietary data set of 225 sales professionals in a large Indian pharmaceutical company that is testing a new CRM system. We find strong support for our hypotheses.
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Early to Adopt and Early to Discontinue: the impact of self-perceived and actual IT-knowledge on technology use behaviors of non-IT professionals
There are at least two noticeable trends in research exploring the importance of individual users for the successful implementation of new organization level IT systems. First, for organizations to realize the performance benefits from their new IT systems, the individual users of those systems must adopt and then actually use the new technology (Jasperson et al. 2005; Venkatesh et al. 2003) . The importance of individual users for the success of organization level IT implementation has led to substantial research exploring the factors that explain adoption (Davis 1989; Davis et al. 1989 ) and continuance (Bhattacherjee 2001; Jasperson et al. 2005; Venkatesh et al. 2003) at the individual level of analysis.
These studies suggest that pre-adoption factors such as the perceived usefulness and perceived ease-ofuse drive user's adoption intentions and actual adoption behaviors. After adoption, however, these perceptions are confirmed (or not) in the process of actually using the technology and, accordingly, users may experience varied levels of satisfaction with the new technology. In short, models predicting the initial adoption behavior are driven primarily by the user's initial perceptions of the technology while models predicting subsequent continuance behaviors are driven by the user's actual experience with the technology. Thus, understanding both initial user perceptions as well as actual user experiences becomes critical for explaining whether users adopt and continually use new IT systems.
Second, while historical work exploring the implementation of new IT systems has focused on the ITknowledge of IT professionals, recent research has emphasized the importance of IT-knowledge for non-IT professionals as well (Bassellier et al. 2003; Bassellier et al. 2001 ) -i.e. the IT-knowledge of end users. IT-knowledge of end users is conceptualized as how well individuals "understand fundamental IT concepts [and] how well informed they are about IT in their organization" (Bassellier et al. 2003) . As information technology becomes more ubiquitous within organizations, a larger percentage of workers need to consistently engage with new technologies and systems. Accordingly, the success or failure of implementing IT systems more fully relies on the ability of the broad user base to effectively adopt and utilize new technologies. In sum, this body of work suggests that individuals with higher IT-knowledge will be more likely to adopt new IT systems and more likely to continue using the new technology.
Despite the growing acknowledgment of the importance of IT-knowledge for the implementation of IT systems, especially among end users, extant theories of user level adoption and continuance only implicitly incorporate IT-knowledge. Explicitly incorporating user IT-knowledge is especially important given the observation that adoption behaviors depend on initial user perceptions (Venkatesh and Davis 2000; Venkatesh et al. 2003) and continuance behaviors depend on actual user experiences (Bhattacherjee 2001; Bhattacherjee and Barfar 2011; Bhattacherjee and Premkumar 2004) . Specifically, user selfperceptions of IT-knowledge may be more predictive of adoption behaviors than actual IT-knowledge because self-perceptions drive initial evaluations. In contrast, user actual IT-knowledge may be more predictive of continuance behaviors because actual knowledge will dictate the quality of experience with the technology more than self-perceived IT-knowledge. This distinction may not be important in contexts where self-perceptions of IT-knowledge monotonically and predictably increase with actual ITknowledge -e.g. research contexts focused on IT professionals with universally high IT-knowledge.
However, we may observe fundamentally different adoption and continuance behaviors from users at different ends of the IT-knowledge spectrum in contexts where self-perceived IT-knowledge does not monotonically increase with actual IT-knowledge. As we shall see, this non-monotonic relationship is especially likely when studying end users who vary substantially in their IT-knowledge.
We explore the importance of end user IT-knowledge for user level theories of adoption and continuance through the following research question: Do self-perceived and actual IT-knowledge have different effects on technology adoption and continuance behaviors for end users? We begin by arguing that end users vary substantially in their IT-knowledge and that this wide variance makes them subject to the Dunning-Kruger effect -i.e. the least and most knowledgeable actors have the highest selfperceptions of their own knowledge Dunning 1999, 2002) . We then draw upon individual level adoption theories to argue that users with higher self-perceived IT-knowledge are more likely to adopt new IT systems and also adopt faster than those with lower self-perceived knowledge. We also draw upon individual level continuance theories to argue that users with lower actual IT-knowledge are less likely to continue using a new IT system and will also discontinue use sooner than users with higher actual IT-knowledge. These arguments lead to the conclusion that those who have the lowest levels of ITknowledge are most likely to adopt technology quickly because they anticipate being able to use the new technology effectively, but they are also the most likely to discontinue the technology quickly because their low IT-knowledge prevents them from realizing expected benefits.
We find support for our expectations using unique and proprietary data from the implementation of a software-as-a-service (SaaS) based customer relationship management (CRM) system at a large Indian Pharmaceutical company. We measure the self-perceived and actual IT-knowledge of 225 randomly selected sales representatives (i.e. the primary non-IT professional users of the CRM) and observe their fully optional adoption and discontinuance behaviors of the CRM. As expected, we find a U-shaped relationship between self-perceived and actual IT-knowledge among these sales representatives. Also as predicted, we find that workers with higher self-perceived IT-knowledge were more likely to adopt the CRM and did so sooner and workers with lower actual IT-knowledge were more likely to discontinue using the technology and did so sooner.
Accordingly we make at least three important contributions. First, we demonstrate the importance of explicitly incorporating both actual and perceived IT-knowledge into models of actual adoption and continuance volitional decisions. While perceived IT-knowledge may be critical for initial adoption behaviors, actual IT-knowledge may be more important for explaining continuance behaviors. Second, we demonstrate that the actual and perceived IT-knowledge may differ, especially in contexts where there are wide ranges of actual IT-knowledge. Thus, carefully attending to the differences between actual and selfperceived IT-knowledge may be especially important when studying end users. Third, since attending to actual IT-knowledge may be especially important when dealing with end users, we provide a practical instrument that organizations may leverage in their efforts to assess the actual IT-knowledge of their end users.
Theoretical Background
To show why it is important to integrate insights from research on IT-knowledge of end users into models of individual level technology adoption and continuance it is first useful to articulate the unique contributions of each of these literatures to our collective understanding of how and why IT systems can be successfully implemented in organizations.
User Level Theories of Technology Adoption and Continuance
While many factors explain and predict organization level implementation outcomes, one of the most important factors is the extent to which individual users adopt and actually use new technology (Jasperson et al. 2005) . The potential benefits of a new IT system can never be realized if users do not actually put the system to use in their regular work activities (Bhattacherjee 2001; Devaraj and Kohli 2003; Venkatesh and Davis 2000; Venkatesh et al. 2003 ). Davis's (1989) original articulation of the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) began a stream research examining the many factors that affect the extent to which individual users accept new technology and, therefore, the likelihood that they will adopt the new technology. He suggested the dual importance of perceived usefulness of the technology, or the extent to which the user can expect benefits from the technology, and the perceived ease-of-use of the technology, or how difficult it would be to actually realize the potential benefits from the technology (Davis 1989; Venkatesh and Davis 2000) . The higher the expected benefits and the lower the difficulty of using the technology, the more likely the individual user will accept and subsequently adopt the new technology.
Through multiple studies (see Venkatesh et al. (2003) for a critical review) Davis's original model has been validated and extended to include additional factors such as social influence, facilitating conditions, age, expertise, voluntariness of use, and so forth. In sum, individual users are more likely to intend to use and then actually adopt new technology when they expect high benefits from the technology, when the technology seems relatively easy to use, when important others want the individual to use the technology, and when the individual believes that the organization has sufficient technical infrastructure to support the system. Venkatesh et al. (2003) pull these insights together to develop the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT).
It is also important to note that the body of research supporting the UTAUT largely seeks to explain the individual user's initial intentions to adopt the new technology. When explaining individual intentions it may be more useful to examine individuals' perceptions of reality rather than the objective reality (March and Simon 1958) . For the purpose of initial decision making, individual perceptions likely correlate with but may be separate from the objective reality (March 1994) . Accordingly, theories explaining user intentions to adopt technologies rely almost exclusively on user initial perceptions of themselves, their contexts and the technology. Consider, for example, the effort expectancy for a new technology. Venkatesh et al. (2003) suggest that the perceived ease of use (Davis 1989; Davis et al. 1989) and complexity (Thompson et al. 1991 ) both represent the extent to which the user believes that engaging with the new technology will require effort. As the perceived required effort increases, users' intentions to adopt decrease. Since effort expectancy is essentially another way of describing the user's self-efficacy towards the specific technology in question (Davis 1989; Venkatesh et al. 2003) , it is helpful to note that Bandura's (1982) self-efficacy theory is specifically formulated to address the gap between an individual's actual knowledge and the individual's expected action. Bandura's key argument is that the individual's opinion of him/herself mediates the effect of that person's actual knowledge on actual behavioral outcomes. Thus, people with low self-perceived knowledge generally perform worse than people with high self-perceived knowledge, even when holding constant their actual knowledge.
Accordingly, the individual's higher self-perceived IT-knowledge likely decreases the effort expectancy which, in turn, increases the likelihood of adoption. This simplified model summarizing the connections between users' self-perceived IT-knowledge and adoption likelihood is shown in Figure 1 below. 
--
The problem with effort expectancy, however, is that research suggests that it is far more important for initial technology adoption than for continued use of technology (Agarwal and Prasad 1997; Davis 1989; Thompson et al. 1991; Thompson et al. 1994; Venkatesh et al. 2003) . Specifically, empirical evidence shows that effort expectancy is predictive of user adoption intentions in initial time periods, but its predictive power wanes in subsequent time periods. Bhattacherjee (2001) validated in a number of empirical studies predicting the user's intention to continue using technology (Hong et al. 2011; Limayem et al. 2007 ; Lin et al. 2012; Zhao and Lu 2012; Zhou 2013; Zhou et al. 2012 ) .
Just as IT-knowledge affects the likelihood of adoption by decreasing the user's effort expectancy of the new technology, IT-knowledge also likely affects the user's continued use of technology by increasing the likelihood that the expected benefits will be realized, or confirmed, and the likelihood that the user will be satisfied with the technology. The more IT-knowledge the user has, the greater the ease of engaging with the new technology and actually leveraging the new technology to achieve desired outcomes. Thus, higher IT-knowledge likely leads to higher confirmation of benefits and satisfaction with the technology, which likely leads to higher continuance. A simplified model illustrating these conceptual connections is shown below in Figure 2 . While we will develop the logic underlying these connections in detail in the sections that follow, it is important to note that our discussion of how IT-knowledge impacts continuance behaviors emphasizes actual IT-knowledge -i.e. actual IT-knowledge likely has a stronger impact on users' experience with technology than their self-perceived IT-knowledge. Thus, while self- 
IT-Knowledge of End Users
The insight from the prior section that self-perceived IT-knowledge likely drives adoption behaviors while actual IT-knowledge likely drives continuance behaviors is particularly useful in contexts where self-perceived and actual IT-knowledge are not highly correlated. In contexts where they are highly correlated we can implicitly assume that self-perceived IT-knowledge positively impacts both adoption and continuance behaviors per the models described above. In contexts where they are not highly correlated, however, then there is the potential for some users to be high in self-perceived IT-knowledge but low in actual IT-knowledge. According to the theories reviewed above, these users may be very quick to adopt new IT systems because of their high self-perceived IT-knowledge, but they may also be likely to discontinue using the systems quickly because of their low actual IT-knowledge. Given the wide range of IT-knowledge likely among non-IT professionals, we suspect that this may be particularly relevant for adoption and continuance behaviors of end users.
Before we discuss the importance of IT-knowledge of end users further, however, it is important to clearly define what we mean by IT-knowledge. As mentioned in the introduction, IT-knowledge of end users is conceptualized as how well individuals "understand fundamental IT concepts [and] how well informed they are about IT in their organization." (Bassellier et al., 2003: 320) Extant research suggests that IT-knowledge of non-IT professionals is becoming more important in organizations because so much of organizational life is now mediated through IT systems (Kaarst-Brown 2005) . In other words, most organization members are now users of IT systems in some way. Scholars have found that organizations experience more successful IT system implementations when enough of their users have at least the basic level of IT-knowledge described previously (Attewell 1992; Ko et al. 2005; Yoon et al. 1995) . This basic IT-knowledge provides users with a foundation that allows them to gain more context-specific knowledge that will allow them to successfully use the new systems. Thus, their basic IT-knowledge will make new IT systems seem easier to use and learn (Jesitus 1997; Paas and Merriënboer 1994; Scheer and Habermann 2000; Wu and Wang 2007) . Given the growing importance of end users of technology in organizations, it seems critical to explore the adoption and continuance behaviors of these users in order to better understand the conditions under which organization level implementation efforts are successful. Lee et al. (1995) 
Theory Development
Having established the importance of IT-knowledge in theories of individual adoption and continuance behaviors as well as the growing importance of end users, we now turn our attention to developing our hypotheses. Our first argument is that self-perceived IT-knowledge among end users will have a U relationship with actual IT-knowledge. We next argue that users with higher self-perceived ITknowledge will be more likely to adopt new IT systems and will also adopt those systems faster than users lower in self-perceived knowledge. Finally, we argue that users with lower actual IT-knowledge will be more likely to discontinue new IT-systems and will also discontinue use more quickly than users with higher actual IT-knowledge.
The U-Relationship between Self-Perceived and Actual IT-Knowledge
Psychologists studying individual self-assessments have found that in some contexts the individuals who are the least capable are also the people who over-assess their abilities the most Dunning 1999, 2002) . This is typically called the Dunning-Kruger effect and it captures the idea that the people lowest in ability do not know enough to know and understand how little they know. As people become more knowledgeable and competent, they become better able to evaluate how much they do and do not know about certain topics. In a series of studies Kruger and Dunning (1999) show that the students who have the lowest levels of skills and abilities in areas such as logic, humor and grammar drastically over-estimate their own skills. The authors also find that improving participants' skills also improves their ability to assess themselves accurately. These findings have been verified in a number of contexts both in the real world as well as in the laboratory (Ehrlinger et al. 2008) . Thus, in certain contexts, self-perceived ability seems to have a U relationship with actual ability.
While psychologists have found a U relationship between self-perceived and actual ability in contexts such as logic, humor and grammar, this relationship may also hold in other contexts. Prior studies have focused on specific knowledge domains where study participants displayed wide variance and examined the relationship between self-perceived and actual ability in those specific contexts. Prior work, however, focuses primarily on student populations and knowledge domains that may not be directly applicable to skills required in the workplace. We propose that this general U relationship will also hold when applied to the specific domain of IT-knowledge of end users. End users likely vary substantially in their ITknowledge. Some of these professionals may have IT training while others may feel overwhelmed by technology. These are professionals hired to perform job functions such as sales, marketing, design, human resources, and so forth. Given the educational and training backgrounds required for these nontechnical jobs it is not reasonable to expect all of these professionals to have general IT knowledge. We thus generally expect to find a broad distribution of actual IT-knowledge among non-IT professionals within organizations such that some have very high and others very low levels of general IT-knowledge.
Since we expect a wide range in general IT-knowledge among end users, then we also expect to find a U-relationship between self-perceived and actual IT-knowledge per the Dunning-Kruger effect described above. Thus, when end users have high levels of IT-knowledge they will be able to accurately assess their own level of knowledge because they know enough about IT to know what they do and do not know. In contrast, those with low levels of IT-knowledge will not be able to accurately assess their own level of knowledge because they do not know enough about IT to know what they do and do not know. Accordingly, they are likely to over-assess their own IT-knowledge when given an opportunity. We thus hypothesize:
H1: There is a U-relationship between self-perceived and actual IT-knowledge of end users such that self-perceived IT-knowledge decreases as actual IT-knowledge increases to a minimum selfassessment point, and then self-perceived IT-knowledge increase as actual IT-knowledge increases
after the minimum point.
The Impact of Self-Perceived IT-Knowledge on Adoption Behaviors
According to hypothesis 1, those end users who are lowest in their IT-knowledge may also be most likely to over-assess their own IT-knowledge and, therefore, be very likely to adopt new IT systems.
Individuals are more likely to believe that a certain technology will be easy to use if they believe that their own IT-knowledge is high (Bandura 2000) . Bandura (2000) suggests that individuals' self-perceptions of their knowledge and abilities will directly affect how they view engaging with technology. If they believe that they are skilled and knowledgeable then they will believe that a new technology is easy to use precisely because their knowledge will allow them to master and use the new technology. Thus, higher self-perceived knowledge leads to higher perceptions of ease of use for new IT systems.
As reviewed above, individuals are more likely to adopt new technologies when they perceive that the new technologies are relatively easy to use (Dickerson and Gentry 1983; Hirschman 1980) . Webster and Martocchio (1992) indicate that individuals become more comfortable with IT systems as their perceived level of effort needed to interact with those systems decreases. In a similar vein, Venkatesh and Davis (1996) suggest that the individuals who perceive high ease of use are more likely have positive perceptions of IT systems and more likely to engage with those systems. One of the most robust findings in research exploring intentions to adopt new technologies is that intentions to adopt and subsequent likelihood of adoption increase as the perceived ease of use increases. We thus expect that the likelihood of a non-IT professional adopting a new IT-system increases as that professional's self-perceived ITknowledge increases. Formally:
H2a: As an end user's self-perceived IT-knowledge increases that professional's likelihood of adopting a new IT system also increases.
In addition to self-perceived IT-knowledge increasing the likelihood of end user adoption, higher selfperceived IT-knowledge may also increase the speed of adoption by those users. Generally, when individuals consider adopting a new process or technology that they have not worked with previously, they seek additional information to assist them in deciding whether or not to adopt. Their desire to seek more information is a function of their self-perceived knowledge related to the new process or technology (Bransford 1979; Glenberg et al. 1982) . The more they think they know, the less likely they are to seek out more information prior to making a decision to adopt the new technology.
Applying this logic to the present context, when end users believe they have high IT-knowledge they are less likely to seek out additional information related to a new technology before adoption. In contrast, those who believe that they lack IT-knowledge may be more likely to gather additional information before proceeding with an adoption decision. These individuals may also perceive lower ease of use from the new technology given their low self-assessments and, therefore, they may wait to see how others experience the new technology before adopting themselves McFadden and Train (1996) . Support for this logic comes from extant studies that find that the time to make IT related decisions increases as the perceived ease of use decreases (Kiesler 1966; Pollay 1970; Wiedenbeck 1985) . Therefore, we expect that end users with high self-perceived IT-knowledge will adopt new IT systems quickly because they do not need to take the time to investigate those new systems further prior to adoption. Those with low selfperceived IT-knowledge will adopt new systems more slowly because they will want to take time to gain additional information and learn from the experiences of others. Thus:
H2b: As an end user's self-perceived IT-knowledge increases the time between being introduced to the new technology and adopting the technology decreases.

The Impact of Actual IT-Knowledge on Continuance Behaviors
Combining the insights from H1, H2a and H2b suggests that the people most likely to adopt new IT systems, and those who will adopt new IT systems most quickly are those who are either very high or very low in actual IT-knowledge. In other words, when end users can choose whether or not and when to adopt new systems, the professionals who adopt and do so quickly will be bi-modal in their IT-knowledge distribution -i.e. they will be both the most and least knowledgeable. If persistence and continued use of technology also depends on initial perceptions of own IT-knowledge, then this might not be concerning for organizations because these users will adopt early and persist. But, as reviewed previously, users' actual experiences tend to have a greater impact on continued use than initial perceptions (Bhattacherjee 2001; Bhattacherjee and Barfar 2011; Bhattacherjee and Premkumar 2004; Karahanna et al. 1999) . Thus, to understand the importance of both the most and least knowledgeable adopting quickly, we also need to understand the impact of actual knowledge on continuance behaviors.
When users adopt new IT systems they do so because they believe the new technology will deliver high perceived benefits and be relatively easy to use (Davis 1989; Venkatesh et al. 2003) . Once the users start to use the technology then they experience either confirmation or disconfirmation of the expectations that led them to adopt. Specifically, if the new system is more difficult to use than anticipated, then users will experience less payback per unit effort than they anticipated initially. When the required effort is more than the expected effort, individuals tend to demonstrate negative reactions such as anxiety or burnout (Basowitz et al. 1955; Jackson et al. 1986; Levi 1972) , lower performance, and lower satisfaction (Kahn et al. 1964; Kaufmann and Beehr 1989; Lazarus and Folkman 1984) . These users are more likely to discontinue using the new technology because their expectations were not confirmed and, therefore, In contrast, users who are high in IT-knowledge may be better able to evaluate the ease of use for a new technology. Scholars have found, for example, that experts are better able to accurately predict the effort required to successfully complete a software project (Mukhopadhyay et al. 1992; Vicinanza et al. 1991 ). It seems likely, then, that higher knowledge may also increase a user's ability to assess how much effort may be required to use a new technology. These users may adopt the technology quickly, as argued above, but are also likely to continue using the technology because their more realistic expectations are confirmed after beginning to use the technology. Thus, we expect the probability of continuance (discontinuance) to increase (decrease) as the user's actual IT-knowledge increases. Formally:
H3a: As an end user's actual IT-knowledge increases the likelihood of continuance (discontinuance) increases (decreases).
Additionally, users need to use and apply their actual IT-knowledge immediately when adopting new technologies. It is also likely that the IT-knowledge is most critical in the first stages of technology adoption when the individual is first learning how to use the new technology. This means that the experience of confirmation and/or disconfirmation of expected ease of use and expected benefits likely occurs very quickly after adopting and starting to use the technology. Users whose expectations are confirmed and who experience satisfaction will continue using the technology, ceteris paribus, and users whose expectations are not confirmed and who are dissatisfied will likely discontinue use very quickly.
We thus expect that the time from adoption to discontinuance of a new technology increases (decreases) as the user's IT-knowledge increases (decreases). Formally:
H3b: As an end user's actual IT-knowledge increases (decreases) the time between adopting and discontinuing the technology increases (decreases).
Taken together, these hypotheses suggest that the most likely users to adopt a new technology quickly are those who are both very high and very low in actual technical competence. However, those high in actual IT-knowledge are likely to persist with the new technology while those low in actual IT-knowledge are likely to discontinue use quickly. Thus, those who are low in actual IT-knowledge are both early to adopt as well as early to discontinue.
Data
The ideal setting to test our theory is one where end users have an opportunity to adopt a new IT system of their own volition so that we can observe their initial adoption decisions as well as any discontinuance outcomes. Ideally we would observe users' actual and self-perceived IT-knowledge to explore the relationship between self-perceived and actual knowledge as well as test the effects of actual and perceived IT-knowledge on adoption and discontinuance behaviors. Additionally, ideal data would hold constant organizational affiliation and context in order to explore the independent effects of ITknowledge on adoption and continuance behaviors.
We identify such a setting in the introduction of a customer relationship management (CRM) system for medical representatives (MRs) at an Indian pharmaceutical company (iPharma). The Indian pharmaceutical industry is ranked third in terms of the volume of sale of pharmaceuticals worldwide, and is increasingly competing with developed countries for global market share. The total market size for the Indian pharmaceutical industry is expected to grow from $12.6 billion (USD) in 2009 to $55 billion by 2020 (Bhadoria et al. 2010) . Despite being such a large market, the Indian pharmaceutical industry is a highly fragmented industry, with roughly 250-300 organized companies and roughly 20,000 unorganized companies (Bhangale 2008) . The top ten pharmaceutical companies account in total for less than 30% of industry sales, indicating the highly competitive nature of this industry. The sales in the pharmaceutical industry depend almost entirely on the efforts of the medical representatives. MRs provide information about drugs to physicians and encourage physicians to prescribe their drugs to patients. Since the relationship between MRs and physicians plays a significant role in whether the physicians prescribe drugs from the MRs' company, the pharmaceutical companies have started exploring how to improve these relationships. MRs traditionally cover many physicians and, as a consequence, do not always carefully document all interactions with all physicians. This means that the MRs and the pharmaceutical companies often lack consistent and comprehensive data on their relationships with physicians.
The pharmaceutical company investigated in this study, called iPharma to maintain the anonymity of the company, uses MRs similarly to most companies in the industry. iPharma's chief marketing officer (CMO) wanted to ascertain the company's readiness to transition to a software-as-a-service (SaaS)-based CRM tool. The CMO did not know whether iPharma's medical representatives had sufficient ITknowledge to effectively adopt and utilize such a tool and decided to conduct a phased investigation to determine whether the MRs were prepared. Two hundred twenty-five medical representatives (MRs) were randomly picked and invited to attend an information session for a SaaS-based CRM. Four of these invited MRs could not make it to the information session. In the information session, the CRM vendor (2003) developed. Since this was part of the CMO's efforts to assess the readiness of the MR workforce for the CRM system, the CMO has input into the design and length of the survey. Together with iPharma representatives we selected quiz items that simultaneously measured knowledge dimensions particularly relevant to this particular implementation while mapping carefully to the six domains of ITknowledge discussed previously. Accordingly, we were unable to fully map every item in the Bassellier et al. (2003) scale into our objective quiz. Where we had to eliminate items we tried to identify the items that would be least relevant for individual success with this particular CRM. In addition to the five dimensions identified, multiple IS faculty recommended that we draw upon the work of Puhakainen and colleagues (2010) to include IT security. We also developed objective items to capture the extent to which the MR has objective knowledge about IT security. We illustrate the mapping between these six knowledge domains and this particular system implementation below in table 2. As shown in table 2, all six domains seem particularly relevant for the user adoption and continued use of the SaaS based CRM. The CRM stores unsaved changes in RAM and requires a manual save in order to upload changes to the system. MRs who lack a basic understanding of information stored in RAM vs. the CRM system may fail to successfully upload and save information. These MRs may consistently lose data and assume that the problem is the CRM system rather than user error.
To access the CRM system MRs need to use a VPN. MRs who do not know how to effectively use and troubleshoot their VPNs may believe the CRM system is unreliable rather than recognizing that the VPN connection may be the problem.
MRs frequently show training videos to physicians as part of their sales process. MRs need to understand the difference between streaming media from a central location on the internal network and streaming media that is stored on the local hard drive. MRs who do not understand the importance of local media storage when they are off network may blame the CRM system for their inability to show training videos.
Applications
Refers to the ways that IT is used or could be used to achieve goals
The CRM system may send automated emails to physicians on behalf of the MRs, but in some cases hospital systems may block emails from the CRM mailer. MRs need to understand that the problem may due to the hospital security rather than CRM failure.
MRs need to understand that scheduling appointments in the CRM does not necessarily schedule appointments on physician's calendars because their calendars are outside of the system. MRs need a basic understanding of how calendar systems work.
The complex CRM system uses breadcrumbs to help MRs navigate the different user interfaces. Basic knowledge of how these breadcrumbs work can help the MRs quickly and effectively navigate the system.
Component Description Phenomenological examples in the SaaS based CRM system for MRs Systems development
Refers to understanding of development methods used to build a system in order to understand the potential benefits, and limitations of IT MRs who have richer knowledge in the process of developing IT systems may be more understanding and patient with new features that are in beta. They can give better feedback about failures to CRM provider and thus accelerate their troubleshooting.
Understanding of requirement analysis may help MRs convey their workflow better. They can get better guidance from the service provider on how to customize their panel according to their needs.
Software companies are typically forced to prioritize feature requests for a next release and thus not every request can get incorporated. MRs who understand the system development process will be better able to set realistic expectations for when their new feature requests may be incorporated.
Security
Refers to the awareness of common security threats and available defense mechanisms MRs may not realize that a secure link is on https and not on http. They may fail to open a website because they may miss "s" in https.
If MRs understand that a spyware may not be fixed/avoided with antivirus, they may be more careful in opening attachments that they get in emails. Then they may not blame the CRM provider for the spammy popups in their browser.
Management of IT
Refers to activities such as vision and goal setting, allocation of resources, and monitoring of progress
Knowledge of company's vision of technology enabled data driven efforts is likely to increase the inclination of MRs to adopt technologies that support this vision.
Knowledge that modules such as inventory management are not integrated into the service can avoid MRs to make faulty purchase orders and delivery expectations.
Knowledge of IT budget can help in determining that how much external help MRs can anticipate to receive with new systems.
Access to IT Knowledge
Knowing whom to contact to get more information about IT On facing some technology challenge, if MRs know who to contact depending on the nature of issue then this can save substantial of their limited time; otherwise they would need to wait for someone in IT helpdesk to identify the person for them.
If MRs know how to use existing knowledge-base at the company, then they can quickly find answers to their common questions and do not have to wait for other person to help them out.
Knowledge about people who are highly IT savvy and can help MRs to get clearer understanding of the issue they are facing and what may be the best approach to resolve it quickly.
To validate and improve our quiz items we first reached out to 16 CIOs who agreed that the quiz was appropriate for assessing the IT-knowledge of non-IT professionals. These CIOs have both deep ITknowledge themselves as well as a clear understanding of what basic IT-knowledge is required by non-IT professionals when adopting new IT systems. They were thus well positioned to evaluate whether the quiz would clearly measure the readiness of non-IT professionals to adopt and use a SaaS based CRM. We next recruited eight IS faculty members to participate in a card sorting exercise to ensure that the items sorted appropriately into the theoretical categories we intended (Cenfetelli et al. 2008 ). The card-sorting exercise resulted in average 90% classification accuracy across the faculty members. This high classification accuracy suggests that the classification was satisfactory overall. We also received recommendations from these eight faculty members for improving the wording of the questions, and updated the questions accordingly. Lastly, we discussed the quiz in detail with five MRs in interviews that ranged from 60-90 minutes. We explored any difficulties with wording and made appropriate adjustments. After our extensive reviews with CIOs, IS faculty members and a sample of MRs we finalized the quiz with 46 items. These items are shown in the appendix. The MR's actual score out of a possible 46 correct answers indicates that MR's actual IT-knowledge.
We further validated our measurement approach by administering the quiz to 51 third-year undergraduate business school students. Out of these, 5 quizzes were deemed unusable and the remaining 46 quizzes were used to validate. 1 To validate our measure of actual IT-knowledge we calculated correlations between students' grades in a Management Information Systems course and their quiz scores, and we found a statistically significant high correlation (ρ = 0.78 and p-value < 0.000). Since the course grade is likely a strong proxy for the students' basic IT-knowledge, this high correlation lends support to the validity of the actual IT-knowledge measure. To validate our measure of self-perceived IT-knowledge we created a subjective self-assessment based on the work of Bassellier et al. (2003) -i.e. we used existing instruments in the literature to measure student's self-perceived IT-knowledge. We correlated the students' scores on this self-assessment instrument with our measure of their self-perceived ITknowledge. The high correlation (ρ = 0.83 and p-value < 0.000) between these two different measures of self-perceived IT-knowledge suggests that our approach accurately measures self-perceived ITknowledge.
To test the reliability of measuring IT-knowledge with our quiz scores we used the split-half method (Bollen 1989 ). In the split-half method, a quiz is first divided into two parts and the correlation between the quiz score of the two halves is calculated. The correlation gives the reliability of each half of the quiz.
The Spearman Brown Prophecy formula is then applied to the correlation to calculate the reliability of the full quiz, which is given by (2*ρ)/(1+ρ) where ρ is the correlation between the quiz scores of the two halves. The split-half reliability for our quiz came out to be 0.835, which is substantially higher than the threshold value of 0.7 (Bollen 1989) and indicates that the quiz is reliable.
Dependent Variables:
The key dependent variables are the adoption of the CRM system, the time to adoption of the CRM system, the discontinuance of the CRM system and the time to discontinuance of the CRM system. The adoption of the CRM system was operationalized by a dummy variable, y i adopt . This variable takes the value 1 if MR logs into his or her account at least one time after the initial training meeting, and takes the value 0 if he or she never logs in. A concern in relying on the first login is that a few individuals may never come back after logging in once. To account for such behavior, we also tested our models by operationalizing IT adoption as the ℎ login to one's account, and ran models with different values of x. These extra analyses are discussed in detail in the robustness checks section. Most individuals who logged in once came back multiple times to use the system. Therefore, the results were qualitatively similar for considerably larger values of x.
The time to adoption of the CRM system was operationalized as the number of days between the CRM information session and the first user login. As mentioned above, we did multiple robustness checks for different ways to calculate the time to adoption. We measured the time taken as the number of days between the CRM information session and the x th log in, for different values of x. These additional analyses are also discussed in the robustness checks.
The discontinuance of the CRM system captured whether the MR wanted to continue using the CRM after the conclusion of the three month trial period offered by the software vendor. This variable was operationalized by a dummy variable, y i discontinue , which takes the value 1 if MR discontinues the CRM service account that he or she initiated at the start of the trial period, and takes the value 0 otherwise. MRs who did not initiate their account were not considered while examining discontinuance.
The time to discontinuance of the CRM system was operationalized as the number of days between adopting the CRM system by opening an account and logging in and the last login, conditional upon the user's decision to discontinue using the technology. Time to discontinuance is only calculated for those
MRs who clearly indicate an intention to discontinue. and the number of years of schooling separately. The number of years worked in iPharma was used to measure company experience, whereas the number of years worked in the pharmaceutical industry was used to measure industry experience. We also controlled for MRs' age in years. To account for the influence of the workload handled by MRs, we added the control number of clients.
Lastly, it is natural to consider that individuals may be inherently oriented to wrongly assess their own knowledge across domains. Individuals who wrongly assess their IT knowledge may also wrongly assess their knowledge in other non-IT domains. In order to test such a possibility, we controlled for how assessments in the IT domain are affected by non-IT knowledge, specifically pharmaceutical knowledge.
MRs also took a pharmaceutical quiz, and their scores on this quiz served as a measure for non-IT knowledge. The correlation matrix for all the variables is reported in Table 3 below. 
Models
The U-Relationship between Self-Perceived and Actual IT-Knowledge
The general specification of the model is as follows:
where is i th individual's self-perceived IT-knowledge; is the actual ITknowledge of the i th individual; is the vector of control variables; and is idiosyncratic error.
The results from the analysis are reported in Table 4 (Model 2).Conclusions about hypothesis 1:
Consistent with hypothesis 1, we find that actual IT-knowledge has a curvilinear relationship with self-perceived IT-knowledge. The co-efficient of actual IT-knowledge is negative and statistically significant (-0.1481, p-value<0.01) whereas the co-efficient of square of actual ITknowledge is positive and statistically significant (0.0621, p-value< 0.01). The positive and significant value of the square term indicates that the relationship between actual IT-knowledge and self-perceived IT-knowledge is not linear. Figure 3 plots the predicted value of selfperceived IT-knowledge at different values of actual IT-knowledge keeping all other independent variables at their mean value. Figure 3 shows that the predicted value of selfperceived IT-knowledge is highest at minimum value of actual IT-knowledge. As actual ITknowledge increases from its minimum value, self-perceived IT-knowledge decreases and reaches a minimum point when actual IT-knowledge is moderate. Self-perceived IT-knowledge subsequently increases with increase in actual IT-knowledge. 
The Impact of Self-Perceived IT-Knowledge on Adoption Behaviors
To investigate the influence of self-perceived IT-knowledge on an individual's decision to adopt a new IT system, we use the logit model. The general specification of the model is as follows:
where �y i adopt = 1� is the probability that the i th individual will adopt the new CRM, F (.) is the logit function, and is idiosyncratic error. The results from the analysis are reported in Table 5 (Model 4).
The coefficient of is positive and significant (0.0820, p < 0.01), suggesting that an increase in self-perceived IT-knowledge positively and significantly increases the likelihood that an MR will adopt the new CRM. Accordingly, we find strong support for H2a.
To investigate the time to adoption we used the model with the following specification:
where _ is the time between the training meeting and the initial login for the i th individual, and _ is idiosyncratic error. The results from the analysis are reported in Table 5 (Model 6).
The coefficient of is negative and significant (-0.0908, p < 0.01), suggesting that higher self-perceived IT knowledge leads to lower time to adoption. Accordingly, we find strong support for H2b. Table 5 : Models for hypotheses 2a and 2b. Model 3 presents results with only control variables for adoption decision. Model 4 adds focal independent variables to model 3. Model 5 presents results of model with only control variables for the time to adopt. Model 6 adds focal independent variables to model 5. Since, actual IT-knowledge and square of actual IT-knowledge can be highly correlated; we followed the recommended method of mean centering actual IT-knowledge before taking the square to reduce correlation to acceptable level (Gelman and Hill 2007 
Relationship between IT-knowledge and adoption behavior
The combined insights from H1, H2a and H2b suggests that the people most likely to adopt new IT systems, and those who will adopt new IT systems most quickly are those who are either very high or very low in actual IT-knowledge. To check whether our results support this insight we plotted predicted values of probability of adopting the CRM system and predicted value of time to adopt at different values of actual IT-knowledge in figure 3a and figure 3b respectively. Figure 3a and 3b shows that those with high actual IT-knowledge and low actual IT-knowledge are more likely to adopt the CRM system and will do so more quickly. 
The Impact of Actual IT-Knowledge on Continuance Behaviors
To investigate the influence of actual IT-knowledge on an individual's decision to discontinue using the technology, we use the logit model. The general specification of the model is as follows:
where �y i discontinue = 1� is the probability that the i th individual will discontinue using the CRM;
is the actual IT-knowledge of the i th individual; F (.) is the logit function; and is idiosyncratic error. The results from the analysis are reported in Table 6 (Model 8).
The coefficient of is negative and significant (-0.1949, p < 0.01) , suggesting that an increase in actual IT-knowledge decreases the probability of discontinuing use of the CRM. Thus, we see strong support for hypothesis 3a.
We investigate the time to discontinue the CRM system using the following model specification:
.6
.8 The results from the analysis are reported in Table 6 (Model 10).
The coefficient of is positive and significant (0.6617, p < 0.01), suggesting that an increase in IT-knowledge increases the time to discontinuance for the CRM system. Accordingly, we find strong support for H3b. 
Summary of results
We find support for all hypotheses. To summarize, we find a strong U relationship between selfperceived and actual IT-knowledge. This suggests that those who are highest and lowest in actual IT-knowledge are most likely to believe that they have high IT-knowledge. We find that the likelihood of adopting the CRM system increases with individuals' self-perceived IT-knowledge: that is, individuals with high self-assessments of IT-knowledge are more likely to adopt a new IT system. We also find that those with higher self-perceived IT-knowledge adopt the new system faster. Similarly, those with higher actual IT-knowledge are less likely to discontinue using the new system and take longer to discontinue use. Taken together, our results show that those low in actual IT-knowledge are more likely to adopt the new system faster and more likely to discontinue the new system faster.
Robustness Check
Operationalization of decision to adopt: We have operationalized the decision to adopt the CRM systems as the activation of a CRM service account. A concern in relying on this measure is that individuals may not use the service after activating their accounts. To control for such behavior, we also tested the adoption decision model by operationalizing adoption as the x th login instead of the first login.
We ran our model with four different values of x (2, 3, 4, and 10). For example, when x is 3, MRs who logged into their accounts twice or less were grouped with those who did not adopt. Similarly, when x is 3, the time to adopt equals the number of days between the CRM information session and the third login.
The results for different values of x for both adoption and time to adoption were qualitatively similar.
Quiz score reliability:
To test the reliability of quiz scores, we use the split-half method (Bollen 1989 ). In the split-half method, the quiz is first divided into two parts. We also ran our empirical models using the scores from quiz halves separately for all models. Results from these split halves were qualitatively similar to the results from the total score, and this also supports the reliability of the quiz.
Measurement of IT-knowledge:
It can be argued that some dimensions of our quiz like "system development", "management of IT" and "access to IT" might not be very relevant for MRs. Therefore, we did an additional robustness check, where we excluded scores on "system development", "management of IT" and "access to IT" from our aggregated scores to measure IT-knowledge. The results of these analyses are qualitatively similar to results reported in paper.
Censoring of adoption decision:
Because MRs were given a fixed three month window to decide whether or not to adopt, we do not face the kinds of censoring issues that are ordinarily present in adoption studies. Still, in the absence of the three-month window it is likely that some number of nonadopters would have eventually adopted. As a result, we decided to run a robustness check to see what would happen if non-adopters were all treated as if they were censored observations. Specifically we have used hazard models for the adoption decision and survival models for time to adoption decision. In the hazard models the focus is on event (adoption decision in our case) whereas in survival models the focus is on time to event. The results of this analysis are qualitatively similar to results reported in the paper.
Discussion and Conclusions
Successfully implementing a new IT system requires individual users to both adopt and then continuing to use the new technology. Our study contributes to research exploring individual adoption and continuance behaviors by explicitly incorporating both self-perceived and actual IT knowledge of individual users. We show that self-perceived knowledge predicts adoption behaviors while actual knowledge predicts continuance behaviors. Accordingly, our work helps to integrate the substantial body of adoption research (Venkatesh and Davis 2000; Venkatesh et al. 2003) with the growing body of continuance research (Bhattacherjee 2001; Bhattacherjee and Barfar 2011; Bhattacherjee and Premkumar 2004) . Specifically, our research helps to explain why adoption and continuance behaviors cannot be treated identically. Our findings suggest that those who are fast to adopt may not always be the most likely to persist with new technologies, and our unique contribution is that at least a part of this difference may be explained by individual differences between self-perceived and actual IT-knowledge. This distinction may not be important in contexts where self-perceptions of IT-knowledge monotonically and predictably increase with actual IT-knowledge -e.g. research contexts focused on IT professionals with universally high IT-knowledge. However, we may observe fundamentally different adoption and continuance behaviors from users at different ends of the IT-knowledge spectrum in contexts where self-perceived IT-knowledge does not monotonically increase with actual IT-knowledge. We theoretically argued and empirically validated that the self-perceived IT-knowledge follows a U-shaped pattern, which is especially likely when studying end users who vary substantially in their IT-knowledge.
Beyond just demonstrating the differences between self-perceived and actual IT-knowledge of end users and their respective impacts on adoption and continuance behaviors, our study suggests an opportunity to examine a wider set of constructs commonly explored in technology adoption and usage research. Bandura's concept of self-efficacy (Bandura, 1982) , for example, shows up frequently in technology adoption research (Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis, 2003) because higher self-efficacy increases the probability of adoption. But, self-efficacy is a function of an individual's self-perceived competence. Our study suggests that in some situations self-efficacy may align well with actual competence and in other situations there may be an inverted U relationship between actual competence and self-efficacy. Our findings, then suggest the need to carefully examine studies drawing upon concepts, such as self-efficacy, that rely heavily upon self-perceptions of competence. Specifically, we may need to carefully examine whether these studies effectively evaluate the coupling between selfperceived and actual competence. Thus, our study suggests an important boundary condition for theories leveraging concepts such as perceived usefulness, self-efficacy, perceived ease-of-use and so forth, to explain technology adoption and use. Specifically, these theories may hold when there is a tight coupling between self-perceived and actual competence, but they may not hold when self-perceived and actual competence are loosely coupled or follow the inverted U relationship we describe here.
In addition to these theoretical contributions, our study also provides a potential solution for companies searching for practical ways to assess the IT-knowledge of end users. The tool used in the present study allowed us to predict actual usage behaviors and reveal the differences between selfperceived and actual IT-Knowledge. In practice, this tool may allow companies to predict which users are most likely to adopt and continue to use new technologies.
This study also has implications for organizations that rely on their employees' discretion to keep themselves abreast of the changing IT needs in their organizations. Many organizations expect their employees to self-select themselves into various IT training programs and be responsible for updating their necessary IT skills. Extant work suggests that a good portion of employees do not attend such IT training sessions (Thomson et al. 2001) . It may be that many such employees lack IT knowledge and fail to realize their need for IT training. Organizations may be better off identifying those less knowledgeablein-IT and mandating that they attend IT training programs, rather than relying on employees' selfrealization.
Another potential application of our findings may be in explaining student enrollments in IT courses.
Our results indicate that those less knowledgeable-in-IT tend to perceive themselves to possess high IT knowledge. Prior literature shows that individuals who assess themselves to possess high IT knowledge may perceive IT education as redundant and less valuable (Wood and Lynch Jr 2002) . Thus, ironically, those less knowledgeable-in-IT-assessing themselves to possess high IT knowledge-may exhibit lower levels of interest in IT courses, when they are the ones who need to take such courses the most. Such disinterest may not only be adversely impacting the students' readiness for industry, but also be worsening the count of student enrollments in IT programs.
If individuals' lack of IT knowledge affects their own assessment, then it is highly plausible to conclude that individuals' lack of IT knowledge may also affect their assessment of others' IT knowledge.
One may expect those less knowledgeable-in-IT to fail in objectively ascertaining the IT knowledge of others. Others who are also less knowledgeable-in-IT, not knowing what they do not know, may sound confident and knowledgeable to individuals who are less knowledgeable-in-IT. In contrast, those who are highly knowledgeable-in-IT, better understanding the limits of their knowledge, may come across as less confident and less knowledgeable to individuals who are less knowledgeable-in-IT. Thus, it should be quite interesting to study how the interaction of individuals' own IT knowledge and others' IT knowledge shapes individuals' assessments of others. Considering this, the selection decisions of less-knowledgeable IT recruiters and managers become questionable. Those less-knowledgeable IT decision-makers, as opposed to the highly knowledgeable ones, may select a higher number of those less knowledgeable-in-IT. A similarly problematic example could be the selection of CIOs. Often, top management teams without a strong IT background are involved in selecting CIOs. Such teams may systematically be failing to recognize a lack of IT knowledge among selected candidates. Future research is needed to more carefully explore these important issues in broader contexts than we have studied here.
Online Appendix
Quiz for IT-knowledge 1. The ________ is used in combination with other keys to perform shortcuts and special tasks. 
